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illustrated. 1892 Excerpt: ... often to all appearance in rude general health. The theory does not
necessarily pretend to explain the origin of the local disease which in such a case is brought to
our notice; but starting from that as fact, it argues what must result from it. Given (it says) one
primary tumour, all other facts of the case follow from it by logic or humoral sympathy; just
as, in the story of syphilis, secondary and tertiary consequences need only the one hard
chancre to account for them. The cancerous cachexia, like the syphilitic cachexia, is but an
affair of progressive infection; essentially by the juices of the body--the lymph and blood, but
sometimes also accidentally in other ways; an affair only of infection, of ever-widening
infection from the one first established focus of disease. How that first focus came to be, and
how it came to have its wonderful endowment of infectiveness, are questions which must be
separately argued; but meanwhile (says the theory) let us frankly recognise that, where our
cancer patients show certain general signs of disturbed health, presumably this cachexia is the
effect, not the cause, of the cancer. Of late years, too, there has been change in the point of
view in which pathologists have regarded the Anatomy of Cancer. Thirty years ago cancer was
supposed to be a specific new bodily texture, having (as cartilage or muscle has) an
organisation proper to itself in contrast with other textures, and proper to it in all its forms. In a
certain sense, however, though a sense widely different from that of the doctrine of thirty years
ago, we may still say that the various sorts of cancer have morphological characters in
common; but the likenesses to which I here refer are likenesses rather of expression than of
feature. Thus, f...
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